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The objective of this paper are to discuss and evaluate the marketing
preformance of those organizatios and individualsinvolved in the marketing
of vegetables in Hong Kong and to suggest some ways and means to improve our
marketing system.
The research procedures used in writing this paper are as follows:
(1) I have to confine my study to a limited number of vegetables.
General speaking, vegetables may include frozen, dried as well as fresh ones.
It would be better for one to collect data if we have a definite species of
vegetables. For this purose, the list of vegetables for this study only con-
tains fresh one. (See Appendix 1).
(2) There is not much published information about this kind of study.
Therefor5e, I have to rely on those information and data presented in the reports
of government department. In order to cross check with those data, I have to
collect some raw data from the Vegetable Marketing Organization. Also, I have
some informal talks with the officials of cooperatives, the V.M.O. and the Agri-
culture and Fisheries Department. the purpose is to obtain information about
their organization structure and marketing activities.
(3) It is hard to obtain reliable data of vegetables imported from barious
sources. I only make an estimate from the Trade Statistics (Imports). Apart from
this, some of the information of this sector can be obtained from the secondary
sources, and it is used to decribe the markeing channels of this sector. How-
ever, detail information of this sector is by no means an easy task to secure.
(4) Aprt from secondary resources, I have to undertake some field work.
No questionnaire has been constructed for the interview. The purpose of this is
to understand farmers' attitude towards cooperatives, the V.M.O., and the Agri-
culture and Fisheries Department. However, no generalization is made from this
kind of opinion poll.
(5) Besides, I have made some observational studies in the wholesale
market and retail markets. The objective is to examine the marketing activities
of each sector, so that it would provide me some basic ground work for evaluation.
(6) Finally, I have to screen those data and information collected from
various sources before presenting this paper into black white. For the analy-
tical parts, I have made some hypotheses and evalusted them in terms of statistical
methods or other means.
4I wish to express to Mr. G. A. Fairey of the Urban Services Department,
my appreciation for the permission to use the data of his price survey. I must
also express my gratitude for the assistance given me by my colleagues in the
lingnan institute of business Administration, My supervisor, Mr. C. M. Chang,
and to professor maurice moonitz, the Director of the lingnan Institute of business
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SOME FACTS ABOUT VEGETABLES AND THE MARKETING
OF VEGETABLES
Malnutrition is common in the East. why do Asian peopole prefer vege-
tables to other foods? What special features are involved in the marketing of
vegetables? why is vegetable farning the most important farming activity in Hong
Kong? These problems and other related ones willbe discussed in a comprehensive
manner in the following paragraphs.
The Significance of Vegetables
Food. aside from its esthetic aspects, has to serve a mmber of physiolo-
gical purposes. Its elementary function is to maintain our bodily requirenents.
these basic requirements can be satisfied by means of taking in different com-
binations of foods. Generally speaking, one can measure the intake of foods in
terms of calories.
The diet of the Asian is different from that of the other races. For
example, European is used to bread and butter, Mailk, meats egg, potato in his
meal, but a chinese may take in only rice, fish and vegetables in his meal. (see
table 1-1) This difference is mainly due to the traditional customs of different
races which in turn are based on the underlying fpoverty of nost Asian people. The
per capita income of asian people is substantially lower than that of a European.
As a rosult, people in the East stay away from higher priced foods and continue
to eat the traditional foods - vegetables and fish.
2TABLE 1-1
PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF MAJOR POOD GROUPS EXPRESSED IN TERMS
OF CAIORIES PER DAY IN SELECTED COUNTRIES
IN 1965/66









































































































Source: F.A.O. Preduction Year Book, Volume 20, 1966 Table 130.
*Calorie: unit for measuring the heat and other energy produced by the
metabolism of foods, especially on a daily basis.
Notes:
A = Cereals
B = Potatoes and other starchy food
C = Suger and sweet









5Hence, vegetables form a main dish of diet of Asian people. Here is a
list of some essential determinants why people prefer vegetables to other foods.
1). People can afford to purchase vegetables. The unit cost is lower
than that of other foods.
2). Vegetables are easily available in the market and in large quantity.
The members of the family may get a larger amount of foods.
3). Most people are in the lower income sector. People have to have
nutritious foods to maintain their bodily energies. Along with the
main coreal, vegetables will provide them with almost all the essan-
tial elements. A vegetable diet lacks only Vitamin B12. 1 People in
the Bast still survive even though they suffer from hunger. This is
simply because of the nutritious values of the food thay do consume.
Almost 98% of the population in Hong Kong is Chinese and the per capita
income is apprcodmately US$395.2 Also due to the traditional pattern of the Chinese,
vegetables have some significance to us.
Characteristics of Vegetables
The main features of vegetables are as follows:
1). The product is bulky in appearance.
2). Vegetables are highly perishable. Most vegetables contain a lot of
fluid and, dueto evajporation,the cellulese will shrink and the
colour will change, as in the case of the white cabbse and flowering
cabbage.
1
Colin Clark and Margaret Hasewell, The Economics of Subsistence Agri-
culture (London: Macmillan & Company Ltd., New York: St. Martin's Press 1964)
page 7
2
The New Far East, Hong Kong: Reader's Digest Far East, 1966.
43). Production is subject to seasonal fluctuation. Prrincipal factors
affecting Vegetables production are Weather,solil, and water. For
example, Kale is available in September and October and squash is
sold throutghout the summer.
4). Production is highly localized, with specialty crops depending upen
the solf and climate. For example, in the New Territories, the
common vegetables planted are flowering cabbage, water cress, spinach,
lettuce and water chestnut.
5). The planting cycle for Vegetables is Comparatively shorter than other
kinds of pantation. Nor instance, in the most fertile land in Hong
kong, eight crops a year could be grown.
6). the nutritious value of vegstables is one of the highest among all
foods. Some vegetables are adible either raw or cooked, for example.
turnips.
Characteristics of the Marketing of Veretables
1. Demand
Mest of consumer expenditures will be on food in underdeveloped
countries, namely, mosty, most Asian countries and countrias in Latin America.
and afriea. In 1963/64, The Connsumer price Indexsurvey conducted by
the Goverment of Hong Kong indicated that food accounts for 48.3% of
all Consumer expenditures and b.5. is spent cn vegetables.3
Because not reliable information about per capita income and
The retail prices of vegetables is availbe in Hong kong, we cannot
make a precise calculation of the relationship between them. However,
3Consumer Expenditures Survey, Hong Kong Governent Publications 1964.
5observation suggests that demand for vegetables changes little with
increases in income. Most people in Hong Kong are better off (i.e.
have higher incomes) in recent years, but the per capita consumption
of vegetables has actually decreased. Vegetables may be regarded as
an inferior good, so that as income rises, people shift to other foods.
The consumption table of vegetables is illustrated in tale 1-2.
2. Supply
The supply of vegetables is inalastic, in the sense that it
does not adjust quickly to price changes. Instead we find that in
the aggregate sense, local production plus imports interact to satisfy
local demand. Since the local production cannot satisfy the total
requirements of the local market, imports flow in to fill the gap.
if the local production is large, imports will fall. If local pro-
duction is small, imports rise.
3. Low Unit Cost, large in Quantity
Marketing cost is high in vegetable marketing. Due to the
bulky nature of vegetables and low unit vaiue, the transportation cost
and other marketing costs are relatively large per unit of product.
Especially, he perishable nature of vegetables also adds to the
handling cost.
4. Indirect Distribution Through Middleman
Direct retailing is uncommon in vegetable marketing. Vege-
table farming is very intensive; vegetable farmers have to work
from down till sunset in the green fields every day.There is not
very much time left for them to do the marketing by themselves.
6TABLE 1-2

























































Source: The Agriculture and Fisheries Department
Note: Vegetable processed for export purpose is included, but it is negligible.
7They have to look for some other means to sell their products. Fre-
quently, farmers organize cooperatives to market thair products. the
main Function of the cooperative is to aliminate the middlemen and
take over some of the marketing functions by themselves, so that
farmers may receive a better return from their products.
5. Government Assistance
Government assistance is a 'must' for implementing the market-
ing of vegetables, specially in underdeveloped countries because
middlemen historically have taken advantage of produucers. This was
typically true in Hong Kong before the setting up of Vegetable Market-
ing organization in 1946. As time goes by, producere will be involved
in heavy debts. the whole vevgetable marketing system will be controlled
by these middlemen. In order to make vegetable farming as a sector in
the agricullture sector, the Covernment should give farmers assistance.
For example, in Hong Kon the Vegetable Marketing Scheeme is operated\
under the Agricultural Products (Marketing) Organization ordinance
1952. This law is designed to protect the farmer, to by-pass the
middlemen and to give him a reasonable return.
6. Quick Selling
Due to the perishability of vegetables, the marketing of the
wares must be quick. Other wise, the produce will deteriorate and
will be sold below cost. Farmers, after harvest, must pack their
products in baskets and accompany them to cooperatives or collecting
depots. Better prices will be paid for better quality and fresh
vegetables in the wholesale market as welll as in the retail market.
87. Seasonal fluctuation
There are many factors affecting the production of vetgetables.
The production is subject to seasonal fluctuation. Also due to its
inelastic supply in the short-run, small variations in quantity
supplied cause sizeable price fluctuations. For example, in the
drought period and typhoon seasons, the price of vegetables is sub-
stantially higher than that of the good harvest seasons.
8. Dumping
"dumping" is regarded as selling at a price that will sub-
stantially injure domestic products. this is quite common in agri-
cultural marketing. Because of the "elasticities" already mentioned,
dumping has a marked adverse effect on the price of vegetables. In
some countries, the Government has taken an active role in prevent-
ing this practice, by means of a tariff system, anti-dumping duties
or other measures. Hoeever, the Goverment in Hong Kong does not
take any action about the dumping of vegetables from Mainland Chias.
because
a). Hong Kong is a free pert and Government adopts a laissez-
fire policy.
b). Hong Kong has to rely upon imported feedstuffs from other
countries and mainland china is the chief supplier of all
foodstuffs. If Government restricts imports from china,
the prica of food will tend to risem with probable pressurs
on wage rates and costs of production in manufacturing.
99. Standardization
There is a quality variations for different species of vege-
tables. In order to facilitate the efficiency of marketing, it would
be better to grade the products in standardized form. For example,
in Hong Kong, vegetables are packed in standardized baskets and this
will give advantages to both sellers and buyers in the wholesale market.
Some facts about vegetable farming in Hong Kong
The british Crown colony of Hong Kong consists fo one island which gives
its name to the Colony, the Kowloon Peninsula on the mainland, the New Territories
which is a hinterland of Mainland China, and 200 other islands. the whele area
is only 398.8 square miles and the population is about 3.877.700.4 It is one of
the most densely popuiated areas in the world.
of the total aream only 12.41 is available for cultivation and it is main-
ly located in the New Territories.5 The principal crop was rice, but this tradit-
ional cultivation gave way to vegetable farming in this decade. In 1961. there
were 24.000 master farmers, of whom 8.000 grew rice principally, and a slightely
olarger number chiefly vegetables. some 1.500 grew rice exclusively and 2.500
vegetables exclusively.6
the following reasons expiain why there is such shift in the agricultural
sector in the Colony.
1). Among the refugees from Mainland China were vegetable farmers from
Kwongtung Province.
4HOng Kong Annual Report 1967. Page 238
5Ibid, page 69
6Hong Kong Report on the 1961 Census, Volume 111. Table 423.
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2). Vegetable farming is more prositable than paddy cultivation. (Sed
Table 1-3). In 1962, the net return for a Vvegetable farmer was
about $340 per month, whilc the rice farmer received only $87 moth-
ly. This indicates a vegetable farmer is much better off than a rice
farmer.
Table 1-3
COMPARISON OF HE NET RETURNS RECEIVED BY
VEGETABLE PARMERS AND RICE FARMERS IN













Source: The Agriculture and Fisheries Department Report 1962/63.
3). It is much easier for vegetable farmers to change their occupations
than rice farmers for the growing period of veetables is shorter
than psddy cultivation. If there is an adverse effect on the price
of vegetables, vegetable fanmers will shift to the industrial sector.
If price of vegetables shifts upward, they'll go back to their farm
land.
Though vegetable farming is not an important sector in our
economy, still it has its role in agriculture. The next chapter will
discuss the existing marketing pattern of vegetables in Hong Kong.
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CHAPTER 2
THE EXISTING PATTERN OF THE MARKETING OF VEGETABLES
It has long been a practice for the Colony to raly upon imported vage-
tables principally from Mainland China (80% of the total imports)1, Taiwan,
Japan and others. Local vegetables and imported vegetables have an equal share
in the domestic market.
Due to different sources of supply, the pattern of marketing at the whols-
sale level has some different aspects. There are two wholesale markets in the
Colony, one in Cheung Sha Wan, Kowloon, which is operated by the Vegetable Market-
ing Organization; and he other one is in Kennedy Town which is supervised and
regulated by the Urban Services Department.
The following paragraphs will mainly deal with the historical bacground
of the marketing of vegetables, the establishment of Vegetable Marketing Organi-
zation, its marketing funcitions, its operation, and its organization structure.
Section 11 is concerued with local vegetable marketing channel. The wholesale
marekt on the Island for imported vegetables is discussed in Section 111.
Section IV is devoted to the retail market.
Section I: Local Vegetables Markeing
Marketing Pattern Before 1946
The wholesale function was monopolized in the hands of middlemen, called
'laan' (the tena 'lean' also refers to the place where the operation took place.)
1Bstismated figures from trade statistics published by Commerce and In-
dustry Department.
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Before 1946, there was no Central Market (i.e. wholesale market) for the buyers
and sellers. Each laan operator operated his own business in his place ad had
his own retail outlets In this type of operation, the farmers would not be able
to tell wha the retail price really was, for they had no information about the
transaction in the urban areas where the current retail price was determined.
The laan operator had his own marketing facilities - each had his own
godowns, vehicles and baskets.2 The laan operator was usually townfolk. The
charge imposed by the lann operator upon the farmers was about 11% of the whole-
sale price:- ten per cant for transportation and baskets; and one per cent per
picul for handling charges. Farmers, on some occasions, had to pay extra com-
mission to brokers. Brokers were involved occasionally in the marketing of vege-
tables because there was a shortage of transport facilities provided by laan
operators in the port war period. The brokers tried to take up some of the market-
ing functions which were originally performed by laan operators. Some broker did
not operate privately, but instead sold their services to laan operators.
Form a social point of view, the services performed by the laan operators
were justifies. Without their transport facilities, baskets, and other services,
farmers would not be able to sell their preduce directly to the town maket. They
also had insufficiant information about the retail market, so they had to rely
upon lsan operators. Besides, laan operators not only gave them marketing faci-
lities, but also extended credit. Farmers received an advance from laan operators
for their standing crops.
2Marjorie Topley, "Capital, Saving and Credit Among Indigenous Rice far-
mers and Immigrant Vegetable Farmers in Hong Kong and the New Territories", in
Raymonth Firth and B.S. Yamey, ed. Capital, Saving and Credit in Peasant Societies
(London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd. 1964) page 180-181.
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In actual practice, the laan operators abused their position. Farmers
were being cheated, aven though they had sent their representative to the laan,
for the transaction between the laan and his retailers was undertaken in " silment
dealing", The representative of the farmers could not see the price agreed to
between the laan operator and the retailers. The practice was a drawback to the
axpansion of vegetable farming. If the farmers' representative did not agree to
the price offered him in the transaction, he could take back the goods, but he
had to pay for transportation cost. however, he seldom tried to take back the
goods and take the risk to sell by his own effort, for he had no contacts with
the retailers and the vegetables were perishable. Sometimes, the farmers were
compelled to accept unfavourable terms with those middlemen as a means to obtain
credit. Often they had to mortgage their land or crops to money lender other
than laan in order to repay the laan.
In the immediate postwar period, it was generally believed that the
farmers received only sixty per cent of the wholesale price, the remainder being
sucked up by the middlemen. If that condition existed today, the vegetable far-
mers would be heavily in debt, or, alternatively, we would not see any vegetable
farming in the New Territories. Nevertheless, the Goverment took some measures
to modify the conventional system into a new one which is still practised today.
Breakdown of Laan and the Newborn narketing System
Due to the destruction fo the war, transport was inadequate and the laan
operation was weskened. Godowns were severely damaged. Besides, laan operators
were not able to provide as much services to farmers as before. On the other
hand, a determined attempt was made by the Goverment to provide a sound maketing
"silent dealing": by using an abacus during the transaction takes place.
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system for vegetables throughout the Colony. The Vagetable Marketing Scheme
was designed to take the marketing of vegetables out of the hands of middle-
merchants. The new marketing system was similar to that of the Fish Marketing
Organization, except that a wholesale market was set up on the Mainland only.
A Vegetable marketing Organization was inaugurated on the 15th Septeaber, 1946.
the objectives of this new establishment were divided into ultimate and long-
term goals as follows3:
Ultimate goal
1. To increase production. maintain a reasonable price to the consumer
and to give the preducer a greate shara of the consuner's dollar
than has previously been his lot.
long-term goal
2. the long-term goal is to provide a basis for the establishment of a
cooperative marketing system and cxedit organization.
To carry cut the new marketing system was by no means an easy task. There
was strong opposition from laan operators. of course, this was th natural tend-
ancy that wuld be expected because this new system would probably destroy the
traditional system. Petitons were made by these laan operators. Their premise
was that farmers were not receiving enough money for their products because re-
tail prices were too high for ultimate consumers! However, their appeals were
unsound. Goverment had coducted a preliminary survey before launching in this
new system to determine the facts.
Farmers hesitated to adopt this new systam. The main reason was that the
holdings of farmers were small and they were afraid of the pressures exerted on
3Argiculture and Forestry Department Report 1950.
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them by lsan operators and money-lenders. This psychological effect soon




The Vegetable Marketing Scheme was originally established under Defence
Regulations, 1940, but permanent legislation has since been enacted. The Or-
dinance under which it new operates is known as the Agricultrual Products (Mar-
keting) Ordinance, 1952, and provides for the appointment of a Director of Mar-
keting, who acts as a corporation sole, in connection with his powers to acquire,
hold, and dispose of property.
Main Functions of the Vegetable Marketing Organization
The organization was designated to replace the traditional system of mar-
keting of vegetables. As such, it took up some of the functions previously per-
formed by laan operators. The functions of the organization may be outlined as
follows:
1. Collection
In order to save the time of the farmers, standardized baskets
are provided by the organization, either in the nearby local depots
or at a specified collecting point along the transportation route.
At the deot, the produce is weighed and the farmer is given a re-
ceipt. He may choose to accompany his produce to the wholesale mar-
ket and watch the transaction, he may ask the depot market ropre-
sentative to dispose of his produce for him, or he may leave his pro-
duce to the care of his friends.
4The Agricultural Products (Marketing) Ordinance, 1952.
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2.Transportation
Under the Ordinance, the Organization has the sole right to
transport all vegetables from the New territories to the wholesale
market. this arrangement is designed to prevent the uncontrolled
marketing of vegetables which come from the Mainland. The organi-
zationowns and manages its own fleet of transport which operates
between the collecting depots and the wholesale market. Vegetables
have seasonable fluctuations. Therefore, in peak months, commercial
lorries are hired to supplement its oen transport fleet. (refer to
Chapter 3. Section ll: transportation.)
3. Selling
The Organization is quite similar to the fish marketing Organi-
Zation, but in this specific function, there is some difference. Vege-
tables cannot be sold by auction because ther are thousands of lots
in the daily transaction, and vegetables are easily perishable. In-
stead, the bargaining system is adopted. The registered buyer will
approach the seller. If the bargain is accepted by both parties (it
must be confirmed by a market-appointed salesman), the buyer pays the
negotiated price to the cshier. Usually, there are two kinds of re-
gistered buyers, one is a "cash payment" buyer, and the other is a
"deposit" buyer. the former one has to pay cash when the negotiation
is completed: the latter one has to deposit a certain amount before-
hand. Suppose a buyer who has deposited $500 and he does not want to
pay immediately, then he can buy a lot not to exceed his deposit
amount. He is obliged to pay the amount not later than next morning,
17
otherwise, his deposit will be used to pay for what he owes.
there are tuo market periods in each day, the day market from
9:30 A.M. to 12:00 nocn, and the evening market from 5:30. P.M. to
8:00 P.M.
Organization structure
The Vegatable Marketing Organization is a Self-Supporting body supervised
by Government. The cost of all services is met by a 101 commission on the sale
of all vegatable marketed in the wholesale market at cheung Sha wan. Marketing
Cooperative Scieties receive a refund of 30% of this commission for services
undertaken on bahalf of the organization in the New Terrltories.
The policy making of this organization is in the hands of the Marketing
advisory Board. The executive power is administered by the manager of the or-
ganization. There are divisions in the organization (See Figure 2-1).
Four Divisions are closely related to the marketing of vegetables. The
collecting depot division is respensible for the three depots in the New Terri-
tories (some of tha are being replaced by cooperative centors). The main
function has been mantioned in previous section (prge15).
The operation Division is the most important one in the organization for
it is respensible for the actual sale of vegetables in the wholessle market. The
main function of this division is to supervise the display of products, the Toad-
ing of products and the transaction between sellers and registered buyers. The
Cashier division collects cash from registered buyers and pays the cash to sellers
and cooperatives. The Accounting division keeps book and prepares financial state-
mants for management.
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The nightseil Division administers nightsoil transaction - to collect
nightsoil and sell it to vegetable farmers.
cooperative marketing
cooperative marketing is the second phase for the improvemnet of the
marketing of vegetables in Hong Kong. (Refer to the "long-tern goal" of the
Marketing system in page 14.) the registrar of cooperatives was appointed on
the 5the of may 1950. Initially, there were only feur cooperative associations
with a total membership fo 754 and a total paid-up share capital of $6.365. In
1966. the number of cooperative societies had increased to 29 with a total mem-
bership of 9.376. The paid-up share capital was $102.707. With a saving deposit
of $132.001
Cooperativas play an iaportant role in the distribution of vegetables.
Part of the functions previously operated by the Vegetable Marketing Organization
are now Performed by cooperative societies.
Marketing Punctions Perforned bycooperatives
1. Collecting
Members who want to sell their produca may use the standardized
baskats provieded by their cooperative. The cooperative representative
weighs the produce and gives a receipt to the faners. The cooperative
representative will perform the same function as the v,m.o. depot re.
presentation mentioned in page 15.
2. Selling
the representative is the sole agent for the farmer, so the ne-
gotiation undextaken in the wholesale market is carried out by him.

















This is a mew position. He is, assistant. to the Manager.
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In addition to the marketing function, marketing cooperatives also handle
loans for members. They act as members' guarantors. At least, they can scruti-
nize members production records before recommanding them for loans. However,
they do not provide any credit facilities of their own.
Hence, 30% of the 10% commission charged by the V.M.O. is refunded to those
cooperatives which perform the services for the organization. This is the main
financial source of most cooperatives.
Section 11: Local Vegetables Marketing Channel
There are three main channels of marketing of local vegetables (See Figure
2-1):-
1. Producers - cooperative - jobbers, retailers - constmers.
2. Producers - V.M.O. - jobbers, retailers - consumers.
3. Producers - consumers, intitutional buyers.
Producers, who are members of cooperatives, may use any of these channels.
Usually, they prefer the first one. For example, if a farmer (a member of the
cooperative) wants to sell his products he has to pack his products in standar-
dized baskets provided by the cooperative and deliver them to the cooperative
center. At the canter, it is weighed and a receipt is issued to him. The farmer
may leave his products for disposal by the cooperative in the wholesale market or
he may accompany his produce to the market (the latter way is uncommon). In the
market, the produce is sold by the cooperative representative to registered buyers
at an agreed price (through bargaining). Consumers will purchase the produce from
those retailers in the retail market.
There is a minor difference between the first channel and the second
channel. If producers are not members of cooperatives, they have to use the
21
FIGURE 2-2




















The sale retail of any vegetables by the producer to factoriesm restaurants
and.hospitals within the New Territories or the kowioon Area is acceptable.
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facilities provided by the Vegetable Marketing Organization. A non-cooperative
farmer will deliver his products to the collecting depot in the standardized
baskets provided by the V.M.O. The remaining procedures are the same as those
described above.
The third marketing channel is illegitimate. However, it is quite common
among cooperative and non-cooperative members. Some vegetable farmers have special
cantracts with buyers in the uxban area. Buyers of this type are usually manu-
facturers who engage in processing industry. Some fanmers may sell directly to
hospitals, restaurants, and other consumers.
Section 111: Imported Vegetables Marketing
Imported vegetables have a significant share in the domestic market. Most
of the imported varieties are supplied by Mainland China (See page 11). This
section will deal mainly with the channel of idstribution of vegetables imported
from China.
Imported Vegetables From Mainland China
Vegetables imported from Mainland China by sea routes are wholesaled to
laan operators at the Kennedy Town Vegetable Wholesale market by Ng Fung Hong
which is the sole agent for all imported foodstuffs from Mainland China in Hong
Kong. Vegetables transported by means of railway from China will be seld through
V.M.O. at the Cheun Sha Wan Wholesale Market. The channel of distribution for
imported vegetables is decribed as follews (See Figure 2-3):-
It is stated in the Agricultural Products (Vegetable) (Marketing) Re-
gulations that no person shall removeany vegetables fromthe New Territories;
or from one place in the Kowloon Area to any other place in such area except in
accordance with a permit in writing issued by or on behalf of the Director.
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A. The Marketing Channel of Imported Vegetables through the Kennedy Town
Wholesale Market
1. There is only one sole agent for the vegetables from Mainland
China. Therefore, he is a monopolistic body and everything is
under his control.
2. Though the wholesale market is nominally owned by the Urban Ser-
vices Department, it has nothing to do with the sole agent. The
whelesale market is simply a meeting place for both sellers and
buyers.
3. There are 13 distributors at the kennedy Town Wholesale Market.
Only these appointed distributors have the the right to deal with
the sola agent.
4. Through these appoinitad distributers, the import laan operators
(appoximately 60) can purchase vegetables in the market. The;
they'11 distribute the bulk to the jobbers, hawkers, and retailers.
5. Finally, ultimate consumers can get what they wnat from the hawkers
and market stalls in those food markets owned by the Urban Services
Department.
B. Import Vegetables Seld Through the V.M.O. Wholesale Marekt
1. The laan operators obtain vegetables through the arrengement of
the sole agent, Ng Fung Hong, then these lean operators (there are
two) will sell them to the 'importers'.
'importer'- this is a terminology which is used in the marketing of vege-
tables, it denotes the seller of imported vegetables in the wholesale market. Ori-
ginally, it refers to the importer of vegetables from other countries other tham
mainland China. however, it is commonly used to call the one who sells imported




















2. 'Importer' have the right to sell vegetables in the wholesale
market if they obey all the regulations of the organization. For
example, they have to pay 10% commission based on the wholesale
price.
3. The rematning operations are the same as these mentioned in other
channels.
Imported Vegetables from Various Countries
Imported vegetables from other counries have to go through importers and
sholesaled at kennedy town wholesale Market and Cheung Sha Wan Wholesale Market
to jobbers and then to retailers, finally to consumers.
Section IV: Retail Outlets
There are three main typers of retailers:-
a). Hawker,
b). peddlers, and
c). market stall operators.
Market stall operators operate their business in market place provided by
the Urban Services Department. A market stall operator has a fixed market stall
in the market place. As such he has a greater variety of goods displayed in his
stall than the hawker. Hawkers can be subdivided into two groups - licensed
hawkes and unlicensed hawkers. They display their products in the market place,
but they occupy a very small place. Peddlers are hawkers who carry their pro-
ducts from place to place in two bakets. Usually, they appear in the mid-level
residential districts and the prices charged are a little bit higher than that
in the market place.
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CHAPTER 3
EVALUATION OF THE MARKETING OF VEGETABLES
In Section One, I have made an effort to evaluate the efficiency of co-
operative marketing in terms of its market share in the market. In Section Two,
the appraisal of the V.M.O. is presented, and the main emphasis is on the market-
ing functions performed by the organization. In Section Three, the overall mar-
keting activities of vegetables will be discussed under the headings of distri-
bution cost, marketing eficiancy, and retail outlets respectively.
Section 1: Evaluation of Cooperatives
In 1951, there were four vegetable marketing cooperative societies in
Hong Kong with a total membership of 753, and a paid-up capital of $6,365. In
1961, there were 21 cooperative societive societies with a total membership of 7,813, and
a paid-up capital of $75,448. Almost seventy per cent of the local production
sold by the V.M.O. was handled by cooperatives. (Note: During this period, most
of the local production was sold through the V.M.O. only a minor share was sold
through other channels). In 1966, the number of cooperatives increased to 30
with 9,376 members, a paid-up capital of $102,707 and saving deposits of $132,011.
Eighty per cent of the local production sold by the V.M.O. came from the cooper-
atives (See Table 3-1).
Judging alone from these figures, one would be misled to conclude that
cooperstve marketing o vegetables is successful. Of course, I would not deny
that cooperative marketing has an important role in the system, but I doubt the
efficiency of the performance of these cooperatives. For example, I found that
only seven of them increased their business volume during a period of five years
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TABLE 3-1
VRGETABLE COOPERATIVE IN HONG KONG

















































































































Source: The Agriculture and Fisheries Department.
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form 1961-1966. In 1961, of the twenty-five cooperatives, six had a business
volumer over two million dollars annually; in 1966, only three had a business
volume over two million dollars. (See Table 3-2). The number of cooperatives
has increased, but without an increase in business volume.
The main revenue of cooperatives is derived from the refund paid back by
the V.M.O. (30% of the 10% commission charge on wholesale prics). If the business
volume of a cooperative drops, its vevenue will decline. From the above findings,
the performance of cooperatives in general was unsatisfactory. One may question
the validity of this one criterion for evaluation. However, I have used another
criterion to measure performance. If there is no great increase in farming po-
pulation, ceteris paribus, an overall increase in production among the vagetable
farmers should lead to a propertionate increase among the cooperative nombers.
If this hypothesis is valid, an inevease or decrease in total production will have
a corresponding effect on the production of cooperative nembers. Similarly, the
volume of business handled through cooperatives shculd behave in the same manner.
The findings do not indicats this, for in 1961/62, there were 8,810 members, the
total local output was 1,837,979 piculs and cooperatives handled 1,066,199 piculs.
In 1965/66, there were 9,376 members, the total local production was higher
(2,421,924 piculs), but the quantity handled by cooperatives was less (957,083
piculs). (See Table 3-3).
If my assumptions and hypotheses are sound, the marketing efficiency and
performance of cooperatives can be regarded as poor in this five-year period.
Some of the reasons for this state of affairs are as fellows:
a). There must be a large number of inactive members;
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TABLE 3-2
OPERATION OF COOPERATIVES IN HONGKONG FROM 1961-66
Name of
































$2,339,831 $1,690,832 $1,516,537 $1,349,102 $1,550,103
3,560,162 2,795,126 2,659,656 2,593,707 2,981,757
2,826,007 2,513,069 2,362,530 1,026,737 1,663,568
2,621,821 1,264,976 1,543,817 1,650,373 1,663,568
2,428,037 2,483,595 1,921,421 1,773,537 2,038,346
1,156,492 1,007,771 852,654 828,400 1,178,493
436,518 420,311 565,582 618,458 557,370
736,562 426,097 561,131 337,424 408,944
1,396,613 1,049,106 1,047,793 963,575 1,097,740
1,128,207 938,479 719,569 373,302 390,538
242,563 195,884 126,066 138,395 129,899
301,167 221,795 124,708 110,010 114,779
1,063,983 1,221,674 988,866 1,358,429 1,375,113
112,797 64,674 77,598 73,033 32,007
425,541 391,881 250,195 93,308
151,872 814,370
2,225,206 2,161,546 2,178,093 1,962,489 2,641,325
181,466 177,175 87,234 190,302 193,506
570,695 664,536 737,478 794,897 867,842
619,402 591,409 594,465 674,354 792,785
1,161,523 1,274,961 1,233,169 1,165,375 1,993,077
874,138 861,852 893,328 859,354 1,098,667
274,286 297,356 309,118 356,915 341,502
442,522 1,226,665 1,312,951 1,072,934 1,358,708
45,203 401,145 1,081,053 1,051,117 1,183,546





36,007 66,485 60,024 65,623 104,449
Total 28,206,850 25,487,805 24,383,450 23,466,700 27,959,443
Source: The Vegetable Marketing Organization
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TABLE 3-3
COMPARISON OF COOPERATIVES PRODUCTION





























Source The Agriculture and Fisheries Dpartment.
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b). Vegetable farmoers do not use the facilities provided by cooperatives:
and
c). There are many unsolved problems faced by cooperative.
The first two are self-explanatory. but I would like to elaborate on the
third reason. Like all other places in the world, cooperatives in the agricultural
sector have encountered many difficulties. Among the core problems, I notice the
following among our cooperatie societies of vegtables.
1). No responsible persons to manger the cooperative
To my own obsevation, I fuond that most of the cooperatives were
not operatied in full scale. The only functions that the cooperatives
provided were routine: - to keep books, to weith bakets, and to issue
receipts. In regard to the amangerial aspects, it could be said they
were not conscious about it. The principal reasons for poor managment
in vegetalbe cooperatives may be summed up as below:
(i). Most cooperatives are too small in scale and could not afford to
employ a cajpable manager to operate their business.
(ii). There is a lack of knowladge about the market stucture and price
trends.
2). Low level of education of members
Education is an important factor in economic growth. Most vege-
table funmers are not well educated. This will greatly affect the pro-
motion of cooperative movement. members often make impractical demands
upon their cooperatives. They will critigize the cooperative for not
rendering enough services or not obtaining a better price ofr their
preducts in the market. On the other hand, they hesitate to adopt any
change proposed by the cooperatives.
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3. Bad image
Some cooperative meghers told me that they sometimes distributed
their products through facilities other than those provided by cooper-
atives. Some non-mambers told me that they did not join the cooperative
becmuse it did not provide them with any services other than those
functions already offerd by the V.M.O. These tesponses help to under-
stand why the cooperative movement is net satisfactory. The basic idea
of a cooperative is that it is "farmer controlled" as well as " farmer
owned". However, cooperatives of vegetables in Hong Kong are not so re-
garded by the vegetable famers.
4). Small business volume
Many coeperatives suffer from inadequate finaneing . In this case,
some cooperatives may drop out of business or operate at a loss. There
are some inactive cooperatives such as the shathin Cooperative Associ-
ation. this will give a bad impression to its members.
Section 11: Evaluation of Vegetable Marketing Organiation
This organization is a non-Profit institution, so it dwould be misleading yo
evaluste its performance in terms of its net retunns. An apperaisal of this kind
of organization should concentrate on the marketing functions it performs and the
way it is managed:
1. Transportation
The appraisal of this function si divided into three periods. the
first paried is from 1974 to 1960; the second is from 1960/61 to 1963/64.
and the third is from 1963/64 to the present time.
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First Period: 1947/48 to 1960/61
In this period, the organization had its own transportation flest
to collect all vegetables at its collecting centers and cooperative con-
ters in the New Territories, and to carry them to the wholesale market.
However, during the peak months, its own transportaion fleet could not
handle all the business, so that comnercial lorries had to be hired, but
during slack months much of the equipmant was idle. Management found
that it was costly and inefficient to handle all vegetables by its own
fleet. Therefore, a decision was made to supplement its own fleet with
commerical lorries when noaded, but not to expand its own fleet.
Second Period: 1960/61 to 1963/64
In this period, the organization carried out the decision made in
1961. If found that the transportation cost was high compared with other
cost. It was almost two-fifths of the total axpenditure, because main-
tenance cost or lorries was high and the wages of lorry drivers in-
creased. In order to reduce the transportation cost, management decided
to replace its own fleet with hired commercial lorries gradually (See
Table 3-4).
TABLE 3-4
Number of Lorries Owned by the V.M.O. from 1958 - 1964















The intention of management is to convert a high fired cost into
a variablo cne, so that the transpertation cost will be rolatively con-
stant per dollar of business carried.
third Period: 1963/64 to the present moment
To implement the new policy, hired commercial lorries were used in
carrying out the transportation functicns. Total transportation cost was
reduced to approdmately one- third of the total expenditures. for the
purpose of cost reduction, managemnt thas doue a successful job. However,
there is a winor fault in this system. At present, The cooperutives de-
cide when to hive commercial lorries, but the V.M.O. pays for the trans-
portation cost. If baskets of vegetables were dropped of and lost during
the transit, the organization would have to pay for this losss. In 1966.
The loss was $30,000 (approximately three per cont of the transportation
cost). Purthermore, this arrangament may lead to collusiom between lorry
contractors and cooperative officials.
2. Selling
To my observation I found the following faults
a). Display of vegetables
There is no systematic display of vegetables in the floor of
the wholesale market. A display section conteins a lot of sellers
with various species of vegetables. As such, it Will make the bar-
gaining system very difficult to carry out. a registered buyer may
not come to a deal with a single seller, so he has to approach an
other seller. However, the prasant display system will wasto him a
lot of time for he has to zind another seller in anothor display
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section which may be a long distance from him. His time and energy
would be saved if all sellers of that single species of vegetables
is gathered in a display section.
b).locse supervision
The supervision of the wholesale market is carried out by
a few supervisors. As such, there is not enough people to supervise
the system. Sometimes, supervisors may not be able to perform their
duties officiently. As such, undesirable outcones may be created.
For exemple, the buyer may climb over baskets of vegetables in a
lorry to select his goods. As a result the deterioration rate will
increase. All these can be avoided with sufficient mapower and
close supervision system.
c). Method of handling
Labour costs have increased recently in Hong Kong. However,
the lading of vegetables is still handled entirely by manual lahour
This is time consuming and inefficiant. successful vegetable marketing
requires speedy handling. To achieve this end, Manual iabour is often
inadequate. Up to the present moment, However, thare is not a single
mechanical device use in handling vegetables in the wholesale market.
3. Management officiency
The V.M.O. is nominally selfsupporting. However, all important de
cisions are controlled by the govarmant under the supervision of the
Commissioner of the Agriculture and Fisherios Departmant . One Result
is Excessive Delay, for a decision made by the rmanagement has to be
approved by the Marketing Bard. for example, the market manager has
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no right to make any purchase over two hundred dollars, Only ia
minian of autonomy is granted to this organization by the government.
It is obvious that this will hinder the efficiency of management.
4. location of the wholesale market
To meet the demand of the Market, the old wholesale market
was demolished and a new wholesale market constructed in cheung Sha
Man. This action is appraciated by most buyers and sellers because
it is located in the westorn side between the New Territories and the
urban areas. The lay-cut of the market is suitable for mechanized
handling.
5. Commission Charpe
Is the Ten per cant Cownission charge too high? On analyz-
ing the expnditures of the organization, I find that 33. of the com-
mission collectad is spent on transportation, 30. is Refivled to the
Cooperatives, and the rest (37%) is used for buying baskets, for main-
tenamce of the market, and for abninistrative expenses. The findings
do not show that the 10% commdsion chargo is too high. If the cooper-
atives or the farners as indivichals did the direct selling therselves.
they would have to pay not less than that amount.
Over-all, the performance of the organization is quite satis-
factory but it can do better still. Certain changes should be made
In order to achiveve better perfonanco. This Will be Discussed in Last
chapter.
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Section 111: The Over-all Marketing Activities of
Vegetables
1. Are distribution costs too high?
Distribution is the delivery of a standard of living. Distribution
costs and distribution efficiency are critical problems in marketing. There
are no standard yardsticks by which to judge distribution cost. It depends
mainly on the type of commodities and marketing channels involved. In the
U.S., W.H. Lough estimates that the cost of marketing unmanufactured goods
(largely farm products) was 51.9% in 1909 and 52.2% in 1931. 1 This is the
best standard available in marketing literature about farm products.
In Hong Kong. no one has made a study of distribution costs in the mar-
keting of vegetables. The main reason is that there is no reliable data avail-
able. nevertheless, I have made an efforet to estimate the distribution costs
for a period in 1947 and one in 1966. I tried to find out whether there is
any increase in distrilbution costs. If there is, what marketing improvement
has been made within this specified period to justify the increased cost.
In 1947, an informal agroement was proposed. Retailers agreed to a
20% marin on those products not easily perishable, and to a 40% margin on
perishable products.2 If this agreement was actually implamented by a retailer
the distribution cost s involved at that time would be less than 45% (I assumed
that there is 20% extra cost, for transportation, deterioration, and the like).
1P.D. Converse, "Marketing Costs Have Not Increased in 40 Years", in J.H.
Westing, ed., Readings in Marketing (Prentice-Hall, Inc.,1953) p.10.
2The Report of Agriculture and Forestry Department, 1947/48.
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In 1966, I find that the distribution costs were within the range of
40% to 62% and the average wasapproximately 56%. The calculation is based
on the retail prices and wholesale prices of vegetables from
April, 1965 to March, 1966. (See Table 3-5). The wholesale prices were obtain-
ed from the V.M.O. and the retail prices were obtained from the Urban Services
Department. These results are consistent with the findings reported by W.H.
Lough (see preceding page). These figures provide us with some hints about
the distribution costs of vegetables.
TABLE 3-5
APPROXIMATE DISTRIBUTION OF THE CONSUMER'S
DOLIAR PAID FOR 10 SPECIES OF VEGETABLES
IN HONG KONG PROM APRIL, 1965 - MARCH,1966.
Chinese Chinese White Flowering Leaf Mustard










































The calculation is based on the data supplied by the V.M.O. and the
Urban Services Department.
Within these two decades, there may have been an apparent increase of
about ten per cant in distribution costs. If there has been an increase, can
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it be justified? How do we account for this increase? These questions will
be tackled in the following paragraphs.
11. Marketing efficiency
a). The efficiency of the V.M.O.
We cannot judge the officiency of the V.M.O. by just examining
the revenue recoived within a period of time because the major revanue
of the organization is derived from the ten per cent commission charge
onwholesabe price. If the price of wholesale market increased, the or-
ganization would have a larger revenue.
I will try to evaluate the efficiency of the V.M.O. in terms
of its market share of the total local production in the Colony. (See
Table 3-6). In 1961/62, seventy per cant of the local production was
wholesaled at the market, but in 1965/66, only forty-nine per cent of
the local vegetables was sold through V.M.O.
TABLE 3-6
THE MARKET SHARE OF V.M.O.































The decline in business shows that there smst be an increase in the
blck market. The reasons which may axplain this contraction in bu-
siness are as follows:-
(i) parmers did not use the facilities provided by cooperatives
(please refer to Section 1).
(ii) Ultimate consumers may provide farmers those facilities which
are similar to that of the V.M.O. (This refers to the Consumers
of The illegal channel.) On the other hand, they offer the
farmers the same price without any commission charge. There-
fere, farmers may turn to use the other channel rather than
those loegal ones.
(iii) Due to the loose supervision of transportion, farmers mey hire
Commercisl lorries to carry their products directly7 to the re-
tail market. (Bspecially during the period retail prices are
very high.)
Though the organization has minimized its transportation cost,
yot the business vohame handled by it wwas unsatisfactory. The efficiency
of this organization is by far less than that of few years ago.
As in regard to the efficiancy of vegetables hankling. I also
found that it was inefficient. in recent years, the wage rate of labour
has increased. However, the method and volume handled by theose porters
are the same as twanty years ago, as the expanses increase and the per-
formance remmins constant, thus, the efficiency cen be considered poor.
b). High retail margin
the price pattern for Retailing of vegetables is that the lower
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the unit wholesale price, the higher will be the retail margin. To
illustrate this, for example, when a catty of white cabbage is sold
at 47 cents in the retail market, its wholesale price is 17 cants only.
but when the wholesale price changes to 40 cents, the retail price is
only 65 cents. (see Figure 3-1).
However, reatailers usually charge a very high price for the pro-
ducts and they receive a margin of 100. the reasons are as follows:-
(i). .the high deterioration rate of vegetables, especially those vege-
tables imported from Mainland China.
(ii). No good storage device to preserve the freshness of vegetables.
so the price of vegetables will decliune as time goes by.
all these could be improved, if better storage equipment were
previded. Consumers woudl then pay less in buying vegetables from re-
tailers. Thus, a high retail margin is an indication of inefficiency in
the marketing of vegetables.
III. Retail Outlets
Vegetables are retailed at thirty market places owned by the Urban Ser-
vices Department. there are 301 market vegetable stalls and 26,000 hawkers
engaged in the retail imsiness, Assuming that a market stall can serve eight
times as many people as a hawker, there will be 2b,000 hawkers equiyalent units
in the urban ares. Accordingly, a hacker will be able to serve llo people.
If this applies, a Haker can get around $4 to $6 daily.
This is an abstract model. In actusl practioe, this will not happan.
First of all, there are too many Inactive hawkers and market stalls in the
retall markets. On the other hand, the price charged by a hmrker is the same
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as a market stall operator (See Figure 3-1). There is a fallcy among con-
sumers who believe that the operating expenses of hawkers are less than those
of the market stall operators. Nermally hawkers can get $8 to $10 per day.
Though there are so many retail outles in the urban area, still the
market performance is not satisfactory. (See Table 3-7). Price differentials
are commen in different markets. In order to compansate for this price gap,
some consumers may travel a longer distance to obtain their wares. For ex-
ample, a consumer who lives in Wanchai may go to Shaukiwan, five miles away,
to purchase his lot. (Note: The quality variation is very small.)
Some of the markets were constructed before the war, and are not suit-
able for the present day, for there is population mobility which is due to
industrial and commercial grwoth. Some markets are too small if there is a
tremendous increase inpopulation in that district, for example, North Point
and Shaukiwan. The space will net match the dewands upon it. Thus,
the government should formulate some plans to improve the existing condition.
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Flgure 3-1
AVERAGE PRICES OF SIX SPECIES OF VEGETABLES IN HOXG KONG
FROM 1th Sentember. 1967 to 3rd November . 1967
HAWKER
MARKET STALL
KENNEDY TOWN WHOLESALE MARKET
CHEUNG SHA WAN WHOLESALE MARKET
RETAIL PRICE
WHOLESALE PRICE


















RETAIL PRICE OF VEGETABLES IN HONG KONG
FROM AUGUST 14 TO SEPTSMOBR 8,1967
Average Price $ Per Catty
Meeky
Districts Monthly







































Kln 76 1.02 1.08 1.05 98
H.K. Kln. 79 1.05 1.11 1.10 1.01








1st Sept.,1967 (Bxcluding 30th Aug.)
8th
There is small quality variation.
Source: The Urban Services Department.
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CHAPTER 4
PROSPECTIVE MEASURES TO IMPORVE THE EFPICIENCY
OF THE MARKETING OF VEGETABLES
In order to improve the marketing of vegetables, farmers and consumer
as individuals can act more intelligently. However, the contribution of individ-
uals is not so satisfactory without the implementation of collective mensures
through organizations such as marketing cooperative, the Vegetable Marketing
Organization, and the Goveroment. This chapter discusses some possible measures
that individuals as well as group could take to improve the officiency of market-
ing.
Section 1: Individual Action to Merketing Improvement
1. Consumers as Individuals
The buying behaviour of consumers is based on habit. Some consumars
buy only white cabbage regardless of season, others may confine their purchases
to a few varieties, without regard to other changing relative value. Many may
patronize hawkers for they believe that their prices are much cheaper. Some
may stick to better quality, without regard to its value.
All these tend to confine consumers in some specific categories. Con-
sumers could improve theirown lot if they kept alert to the changing values
in the retail market. They should pay more attention to the market informartion
provided through various medis. For one thing, they would not beeasily cheat-
ed; for another they cam eliminate those seculative retailers who ususlly
charge them a higher price.
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2. Vegetable Farmers as Individuals
It is a fallacy to believe that farmers as individuals can do little to
improve marketing. Most vegetable farmars are sensitive to the seasonal de-
mands of the market. An individual farmer can contribute to his own improve-
ment by the follow means:-
1). To set up a farming plan
Since the domand for vegetables is inelastic, an increased
quantity will have a depressing offect on price, with unsatisfactory re-
turns. To avoid this relanchely outcome, an indivdual farmer can do
something about it.
An individual farmer can formulate a faraing plan for such a
plan may give him some hints before the actual plantation takes place.
However, he should consult with his colleagues, family relatives and ex-
tension officers of the government agency; together with his past expari-
ence, before drawing up the plan.
2). To evaluate the farming plan from time to time
There are many factors which can affect a farmer's original plan,
such as, weather, water and price effect. He is continuously forced to
rake docisions that affect his goals. However, most vegetable farmers
neglect this important point.
No matter what problems an indivdual farmer fucad, whether it
is a tochnical problem or a personality problem or whatsoever, he should
base on the fellowing steps for his decisont
a). To make observations and get ideas;
b). To analyze observations, including formulation and roformultion of
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problems and ideas concerning their solutions;
c). To make deisios based on analysis;
d). To imploment his decision and
e). To evaluate his performance with his past experience and expected
goal.
Section 2: Collectie Actions of Improving Marketing
1. cooperative Marketing
This is an excellent from of markting which can acilitate the distri-
bution of vegetables. Yet, the existing system of cooperative marketing is
not widespread among vegetable farmers. Some farmers are not willing to join
cooperatives. The reason given to explain this unvillingless is that thier
needs are net satisfied by cooperatives. Specifically, it means that the
operation of cooperatives is not matched with the demand of farmers. in order
to get the farmers to recognize the usefulness and advantages of marketing co-
operatives, something must have been done to improve the present situation of
cooperatives. Otherwise, farmers will use the other channels.
To improve the efficiency of cooperative marketing, the fellowing
functions must be considered:-
1. Transportation
Cooperatives should take up this function, and this will improve
the present situation (at present, the cooperatives dacide when to hire
commercial lorrias, but the V.M.O. pays for the transportation cost). As
such, more autonomy is granted to cooperatives, this may encourage the
movement of cooperative maketing. This is a pathway which may lead co-
operatives to operate the wholesale market themselves in the near future.
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2. Credit Facilities
Cooperative efficials are usually familiar with the local conditions,
knowledge of which is essential for a successful local lending institution,
Vegetable farmers usually lack capital. If they can borrow money from co-
operatives,they will not approach money lenders. Vegetable farmers usually
need short-term capital, as such, credit must be extended to them at the right
time and in the right amount. Too much or too little credit is no good to the
farmers. Timely credit is very essential to them, otherwise, it would do more
harm than good. At present, farmers can borrow maney from some philanthropic
agents and government agencies through the recommendation of cooperatives.
However, the cooperatives do not provide any credit facilities. Sometimes,
they have to wait a long time for their money and when the amount is granted,
the fund may not be as useful as before. With respect to this, it would be
better for cooperatives to take up this function.
At the initial period, outside assistance from the government or other
philanthropic agents would be helpful. On the other hand, cooperatives may
keep back 5% on the wholesale price received by cooperative members. Thus,
vegetable farmers would get the maxinam benefits from the csredit facilities
provided by thomselves.
3. Provisions of Agricultural Implements
With the general trend to improve the production of vegetable farming,
the cost of agricultural inputs have become a decisive factor. If the cost of
the input factors increased, the increase in vegetable wholesale price will
be nullified.
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By combining the requirements of their members, cooperatives can make
purchases at lower pricas than the individual could get himself. Cooperatives
get a quantity discount for their bulk purchases of farm inputs - fertilizers,
insecticides and other farm implemonts. This means saving s to their members.
4. Better Communication
Vegetable farmers are usually and they are poorly informed
about the market condition forrthair products. The lack of communication among
farmers is an obstacle to bettor planning by individual farmers.
Cooerpatives can help their members by pooling their ideas whilst they
meet together in the cooperative. Cooperatives can call meetings in a suitable
period, so that the members can exchange their experiances froely across tha
conference table. This mutual contact may help them in their far plaing
in th future.
5. Improvement of Management
Most of the cooperatives are not well managed and could not use a
capable manager. Small cooperatives do net usually keep books properly, ner
do they use the information they do have.
In order to improve the management of cooperative, some large co-
operatives should bir able persons to manager the business for them. The
cooperative should be organized and operated as far as possible "from the
bettom up" rather than "from the top dowh ". It means leading rather than
driving.
Those improvements suggested as above, especially (1) and (2). could
not be implemanted by those less efficiant and small cooperatives. At pre-
sent, some cooperatives are too small and the business voulmes are substant-
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ially very lew. They will not be able to take up the transportation function
and credit functio individually. In order to make those improvament possible,
some less efficient cooperatives should be reorganized and small cooperatives
should be smalgamates with each other. The purpese for this is to enlarge
the membership of cooperatives, so that they can have a larger amount of
business. If this is true, new cooperatives as well as those efficient ones
may have the capacity to employ managerial people to handle their business.
The goverment should give some assistance to this kind of improvements, like-
wise, wooperative movement will be flourished and the long term goal of the
Marketing Scheme can be achieved very soon. Sooperatives will operate the vego-
table wholesale market instead of the V.M.O.
2. The Vogetable Marketing Organization as a Collective Actor to Improve Markting
No doubt this Organisation has been successful. However, it can per-
form even better if it maker some changes:-
1). Application of Mechanized Landling Devices
The Organization should use medern mechanized equipment in handling
baskets of vegetables. manual labour is costly, as well as time consum-
ing. In some cases, vegetables are easily damaged by manual labour; this
will increase the detorioration rate of vegetables. Mechanized devices
will compensae for the ineffciancies created by manual labour in handl-
ing and reduce the cost of operation.
2). Close Supervision
The supervisory function of the organization should be implemented
more strictly. This is to guard against undesirable practices which
ocur as the negotiations take place. To this end, the producer will
get a better return.
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3). To Provide Better Marketing Information
The Organization should provide better marketing information to
producers, especially on price trends of improted and local vegetables.
this will greatly halp the producers in their farm planning and decision
making processes. The organiazation may issue periodicals to producers and
cooperatives bi-weekly or monthly.
4). Transportation
The Organization should provide better marketing information to
manage it. this is to avoid those complicated administrative procedures
involved in this function. At the same time, this will give cooperatives
a chance to operat their own business, and perhaps take up the entire
wholesale fmction in the future. During the transitionpperiod,V.M.O
may perform this function for these less efficient and small cooperatives,
until they can have onough capacity to operate all the function efficiently.
5). Packing Improvement
At prosent, products are leaded in standerdized baskets provided by
the V.M.O. during the transit of products from collecting centers to
the wholesale market haskets socetimes fall off and some produce may drop
out from baskets This is due to the poor packing of products. In order
to avoid these losse, the methed of packing should be reviwed by the
organization. for example the baskets could be covered with plastie
sheets and bound wiht ropes. Baskets of vegetables should be beund with
ropes during the transit and accompanied with porters.
6). Better Dasplay of Products
Bargaining is the bost method for the marketing of vegetables.
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This system can be made more efficient by better display. Eacz' variety
of products should .be gathered in one display .section, so that buyers
and sellers will have a.better communication net-work. (See Figure 4-1).
FIGURE 4-1
C M4UNICATION NETWORK IN AN IDEAL DISPLAY CENTER





Those arrows indicate those possible communication channels be
tween buyers and sellers, buyers and buyers, and sellers and seller.
Time factor is very important in the marketing of perishable pro-
ducts, such as vegetables. The flow diaram illustrates that those
possible communication channels between sellers and buyers in an ideal
display center.
The formula for this comunication flow diagram is shown as follows
Notation
NS = Number of sellers, from 1 N sellers
NB = Number of buyers, form 1 N buyers
Let us give an arithmetic example:
Assume that there are four sellers and four buyers in the display
center. By substitution, we get:
16 + 6 + 6 = 28
There will be 28 possible communication channesls.
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In a bargaining system under pure comnetition, it wouud be best for both
sectors to obtain all possible market information in the market. Buyers and sellers
will have more alternatives in seiecting their ideal objects.
3. The Government's Role in marketing
Should the Government give any help to marketing? At cne exterme, some
Believe the govenment should take all possible measures to improve marketing
in the interests of fanmers and consumers. At the other extreme are those who
resent any 'interfernce' by the government. between these two extremes are
the people whe recognize a legitimate field for government activity in market-
ing but oppose its extension into the fields traditionally and distinctly re-
served for private enterprise.
The Hong Kong Government in General adopts a laissez-faire policy toward
business. However, during the early stage, the Government took steps to im-
prove the marketing system of vegetables - the establishment of the Vegetable
Marketing Organization, and marketing Cooperatives. A Govermment Agency-
agriculture and Fisheries Departmant - has administered different programmes
in Helping the farmers and The Urban Services Department has Provided Market
Facilities for the Impwrters and the retailers.
Thaough much has been done to help the farmers and consumers, still the
Government can improve its performance.
1). To improve the conditions of the vegetable farmers
The Census Report of 1961 shows that 62.4 per Cent of Vegetable
Farmers rented land. Of the 25.9 Pe cent shown owning land, 8.1 per cent
used ancestral land, and the remaining 3.6 per cent was not classified.1
1Hong Kong Report on the 1961 Census, Vol, 111. Table 408.
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On the other hand, fragnentation of fane land is a cemmon phenomanon
in the New territories. thereforg. Vegetable farmers have to walk a
long distance to irrigate their crops. this will waste a lot of their
energies. As such, the present tenure system is an obstacle in the pro-
duction of vegetables.
In order to improve the production of vegetables, a sound land con-
solidation system is recommendee. however, the implementation of this
system is by no means an easy task. It needs hearty cooperation from
land owners and tenant farmers. The reform should be carried out through
peaceful and reasonable methods in a democratic way. The best way is to
aducate the peasant farmers, so that they can change their superstitions
about land - the belief of fung-abui.2
2). To review the policy of marketing system
Some farmers use the 'black market' to market their products. This
will danage the benefit of other famers. in order to aveid this. the
administrator should supervise the marketing system strictly.
a). To issue special permits to the contractors for the transportation
of vegetables, so that illegal marketing can be eliminated/
b). To promote cooperative marketing so that cooperatives may have the
ability to perform the wholesale function.
c). To audit the Vegetable marketing Organtzation from time to time with-
out any notification.
2Literally, 'wind and water', this is the effect which arrangements of land,
building, trees, graves and other developments on land are believed to have on the
destiny and fortune of individuals and groups.
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d). To give more autenoty and power to the market manager of the V.M.O.
and
e). To penalize lawbreakers heavily.
3). To help the farmers by means of technological impnovement
To achieve this end. the Agriculture and Fisheries Dpartment should
take an active role in oducating the vegetable farmers. The extension
officers should visit the fauners, to teach them how to use fertilizexs,
insecticides, seeds and farm machineries. Perhaps, this may increase the
production capacity of vegetables.
4). To improve the retail market conditaons
To facilitate the retail outlets and for the benefit of retailers
and consumers, some old markets must be demolished. New modern market-
places should be constructed to maet the requirements of population mo-
bility. Research has to be undertaken before taking any measures in im-
proving the market conditions. The town Planning Soction and the Urban




Some suggestions have been made in this chapter for improving the market-
ing of vegetables. Efficiency in marketing can be achieved only under the con-
dition that all marketing practitioners are willing to cooperate.
An ideal wholesale marketing for local productions can be accomplished
if cooperatives take over this function which is now performed bny the Vegetable
marketing Organization. Cooperatives will get a Bettor price for their products.
they will have more marketing information which weuld be helpful to their farm
Planning. homever, the low education Level of farmers and uncooperativeness among
cooperative societies are ebstacles to this ideal system. Accordingly, no special




According to the Oxford Dictionary, Vegetables will Be defined as any
kind of plant which the leaves, stalks, seeds or roots are used for food. Through-







Beans, Proench (round pod)
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